WHAT’S MY VOCAL RANGE ?
While everyone’s range is specific to their voice, most vocal ranges are categorized within
6 common voice types: Bass, Baritone, Tenor, Alto, Mezzo-Soprano, and Soprano. If
you’ve been part of a choir before, you’re probably pretty familiar with these ranges. If
you haven’t, you may have wondered which voice “type” fits you.
Generally speaking, your vocal range is the lowest note you can sing to the highest note
you can sing. You may be able to reach notes within more than one vocal range, but
when it comes to making a decision, comfort is key. Where is your voice most
comfortable? Where do the notes stop sounding great even though you can still squeak
them out?
Take a look at this full, 88-key keyboard diagram below. Each C, starting with the lowest
C on the keyboard (three keys up from the bottom), is assigned a number. The lowest C is
C1, up through the highest, at C8. Middle C is C4.

The vast majority of vocal ranges fall somewhere between C2 and F6 (the F above the
high soprano C6):

Check out the diagram above. It often surprises people to discover how much overlap
there is between vocal ranges. In fact, look at the four notes around middle C (A3, B3,
C4, D4). Those four notes are a part of every single voice type, whether low or high.

Now, the voice ranges above may not be exactly true for all voices. Your voice might be
lower or higher than the ranges listed. This is merely a rough sketch of where many voices
tend to fall.
Here’s a list of some example ranges, and how they’re written:
Bass: E2–D4
Baritone: F2–G4
Alto: E3–G5
Mezzo-Soprano: E3–B♭5
Soprano: G3–C6

VOCAL RANGE TEST
Click on this link to do the test with the video, and write down your range below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9QlR7kBPT8&feature=emb_logo
Lowest note: _____
Highest note: _____
Therefore, I fit most comfortably in the range of (circle):
Soprano
Alto
Tenor
Bass

WHO’S MY CELEBRITY TWIN?
What famous singer is your vocal twin? Check out the ranges of some of the world’s
greatest singers: https://visual.ly/community/interactive-graphic/entertainment/vocalranges-worlds-greatest-singers?view=true

